CBS20 Digital Collectibles

We are excited to present our first-ever digital art collectibles to celebrate the Centre of Buddhist Studies’ 20th anniversary, merging the advancements of the digital age with the perennial insights of the Buddha. With the goal of making the teachings of wisdom and compassion accessible to all people regardless of their backgrounds and beliefs, CBS was founded 20 years ago with the goal of disseminating the Buddhist teachings through teaching, scholarship, and knowledge exchange across all sectors of our society.

In recognition of this milestone for the advancement of Buddhist Studies in Hong Kong and internationally, we are pleased to present the CBS Digital Collectibles Project. Our NFTs are a small token of lasting appreciation to all our students, teachers, administrators, and benefactors for their dedication and support of the work of CBS. The digital collectibles, a peaceful fusion of tradition and modernity, represent the direction of our Centre’s mission to go forth into the future.

The proceeds raised will be used to supplement the Center’s continuing development. Your kind donations are greatly appreciated to illuminate the path of scholarship for future generations.